Quantification of track-weighted imaging (TWI): characterisation of within-subject reproducibility and between-subject variability.
Recently several novel image contrasts derived from whole-brain fibre tracking-data (tractograms) have been introduced. The novel contrasts of these track-weighted imaging (TWI) methods may provide important information for clinical neuroscience studies. However, before they can be used reliably to generate quantitative measures, it is important to characterise their within-subject reproducibility, and between-subject variability. In this work we compute the within-subject reproducibility (intra-scan, intra-session and inter-session), and between-subject variability of TWI for a number of different TWI contrasts across multiple subjects. The results are used in simple voxel-wise power calculations within illustrative regions of interest to provide guidelines for required sample sizes and observable effect sizes for individual subjects and between groups. It was found that the required sample sizes and observable effect sizes varied considerably between different TWI maps and for different ROIs. For some TWI contrast and ROI combinations, the power calculations yielded clinically practical values. These results provide important information concerning the potential usefulness and sensitivity of TWI maps for individual diagnosis, longitudinal studies and group comparisons, as well as for study designs.